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Honorable Chair Kokl.lbun and Honorable Committee Members:

My name is Martin Mylott and I am the Hawaii Regional Manager with AVis Rent a Car.

Our company, supports this bill in its present from which is consistent with the position taken
recently by the Joint Senate and House Task Force which studied the need of how to raise revenues for
the Highway Fund from all users of the highways and not just u-drive vehicles and tour vehicles which
pay surcharge taxes.

The Joint Senate and House Task Force thus concluded in its report to the legislature:

liThe Task Force delers to the Forum and the DOTlor now and requests that the DOT
report to the Legislature when the Forum finalizes its recommendations, with the
expectation that the matter will result in proposed legislation/or consideration
fDr the 2009 Regular session".

Please do not seek to unfairly increase the daily surcharge tax to our industry on a permanent
~ If more revenues are needed for the Highway Fund, the DOT should do study as requested by the
Task Force as to how to fairlv raise necessary funds from all users of the Highway and not to just single
out the u-drive industry.

5B 2501 passed by the Senate is contrary to the Task Force recommendation and suggests an
unfair permanent tax increase. The DOT agrees with Catrala that its survey of surcharges is not valid
and yet thiS Committee and others appear to rely on such a survey. Catrala's testimony points to
examples as to why the survey is not valid.

Please be fair. Do not unfairly single out the u-drive industrv for a permanent tax increase.
Before any taxes or fees are increased the DOT should be required to do a study as to how to fairly raise
revenues from all relevant sources and users of the hii:hways.

Thank you for allowing US to testify on this bill. Please pass this bill whose goals are consistent
with the recommendation of the Joint Senate and House Task Force.
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